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Exploration in Bandits



Stochastic Multi-arm Bandits

Goal: minimize regret (equivalent to maximize reward)

Reward of best arm

Reward of Algorithm



Upper Confidence Bound
Optimism in the face of uncertainty

- Compute the empirical mean of each arm and a confidence interval;
- Use the upper confidence bound as a proxy for goodness of arm.

Bonus term
Importance of optimism:

Regret:

Best arm UCB of best arm

Arm pulled in 
round J

UCB of arm 
pulled in round J



Thompson Sampling

“Randomly take action according to the probability you believe it is the optimal action” - Thompson 1933



Proof Sketch

Posterior deviation

Empirical deviation



Exploration in MDPs



MDP

Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) provide a framework for 
modelling sequential decision making, where the environment 
has different states which change over time as a result of the 
agent’s actions.

- A learning agent draws a trajectory (a sequence of 
state-action pairs) and try to maximize cumulative reward

- Bandit can be viewed as an MDP with one state and K 
actions.



Least Square Value Iteration
Adapting value-iteration with imperfect statistical knowledge and limited compute.

Empirical temporal difference loss:

Regularized towards prior: 



Randomized LSVI

Key idea: replace least square computation with an alternative value iteration that trains on randomly 
perturbed version of the data

- Consider conventional linear regression: 

Relies on Gaussian conjugacy and linear models, 
which cannot easily be extended to deep NN

Computationally tractable approximate posterior, drive 
deep exploration via randomized value functions.



Algorithm

Least square regression

Draw noise from gaussian

Perturb dataset with noisy reward

Compute Q function on noisy data

Run greedily



Deep Exploration Intuition

Consider a simple MDP with 4 stats, 2 actions

Suppose we are highly uncertain about state-action pair (4, down), but are pretty sure about others.



Regret Analysis



Finite-horizon Time-inhomogeneous MDP



Bayesian Regret Bound

For                                             ,

Average over distribution

Regret / L should converge to 0
Value of 
optimal policy

RLSVI requires a number of  episodes that is just linear in the number of states to reach near optimal 
performance.



Regret Decomposition

(Hiding a lot of details…)

Bellman Operator

Optimal
Algorithm’s 
estimate value True expected 

value of π



Stochastic Optimism

Bellman operator underlying RLSVI is stochastically optimistic relative 
to the true Bellman operator



Bellman Error

By Gaussian maximal inequality: 

Bounding noise term

Bounding norm of value 
function sampled by RLSVI

Expirical Bellman 
Update



Practical Variants/Experiments



Practical Variants

● Finite buffer experience replay

● Discount factor approximating 
effective planning horizon

● Incremental parameter update with 
(batch) gradient descent

● Ensemble sampling



Tabular: DeepSea



Deep Learning: Cart-Pole Swing Up

Agent begins each episode with the pole hanging down 
and has to learn to swing it up.

Reward structure requires deep exploration:

● Agent pays a cost for any action
● Gets reward if pole is balanced up right

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ia72VyW5MfI


Thanks for listening!
And happy to hear any questions and feedbacks :)


